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Abstract

In a context of decreasing resources and of climate change, lowering road vehicles consumption is a key point to
meet CO2 reduction requirements. In addition to car technological advances, eco-driving is part of the solution but
the road infrastructure should ensure its development. This work aims to demonstrate that road energy demand and
associated pollutant emissions can be reduced by working out minor optimization of road infrastructure itself. For this
to happen, a simple eco-driving potential criterion is built upon infrastructure parameters such as slopes and sight
distances. This criterion aims to detect Misplaced Speed-sectioning Positions (MSP) with regard to the Starting Point of
Deceleration (SPD); with speed-sectioning being the succession of speed changes along a given route. An enhanced
energy waste formulation is then developed to quantify the vehicles energy waste due to misplaced road-signs.
Thirdly, a traffic simulation constitutes a framework for energy evaluation; considering a full flow of vehicles, based on
real traffic data, and by modeling several driver behaviors. Simulation results show that a significant fuel reduction of
up to 5.5% can be achieved locally, simply by moving a road sign, for rural areas and without degrading road safety.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Energy context
According to the International Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) scenarios consistent with global warming below
1.5°C are needing a 15% reduction in transport sector
final energy use by 2050 compared to 2015 [1]. Yet the
same study underlines an annual increased of the trans-
port sector emissions by 2.5% between 2010 and 2015, that
accounted in 2014 for 28% of global final energy demand.
New forecasts are always worse, global warming below
2°C appearing to be out of reach. The transport sector
is particularly concerned with 80% of its energy needs
relying on fossil fuels [2, 3].
Concretely the road transportation impact on cli-

mate change can be lowered by: encouraging eco-driving
behaviors or limiting the use of car itself (Driver part),
enhancing vehicle efficiency (Vehicle part), reducing
the infrastructure-linked energy demand (Infrastructure
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part). This infrastructure part is generally less studied
as a road energy mitigation mean since infrastructures
are usually seen as an unchangeable constraint. However
the present research proves that slight road infrastruc-
ture adaptation can lead to significant reduction of vehicle
energy consumption.
The research is focused on energy reduction rather

than direct emissions which are impacting climate change.
However, currently almost all motorized vehicles are using
oil. Electric vehicles are not in a significant amount, and
in certain countries the electricity comes from coal, gas or
oil. So there is a direct relation between oil use for road
transportation and emissions. Reducing energy waste is
directly contributing to emissions reduction and so to
climate change mitigation.

1.2 Road energy mitigation
Limiting the use of car by modal shifts can lead to a
high energy reduction, mainly in dense areas benefiting
of bike lanes, buses, tramway. In contrary car dependency
remains high outside the core of large cities [4, 5].
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If not renouncing to use cars, drivers can still lower their
energy consumption by adopting eco-driving behaviors
[6–8], which could lead to reductions in fuel consump-
tion and CO2 emissions ranging from 5% to 40% [9]. As an
illustration an experimental study has concluded that eco-
driving can lead to CO2 savings of 17% and 21% in gasoline
and diesel engines, with a restrained increase of 7.5% in
travel time [10]. Yet eco-driving can lead to over con-
sumption by generating traffic speed spreading in specific
situations [11].
Eco-routing is another mean for drivers to organize a

trip with an energy optimization aim. In this field, manag-
ing vehicle speeds to avoid deceleration/stop at red lights
results up to 19% energy savings [12]. The road profile
parameter has been added in a study centered on drivers
[13], facing the vehicle velocity profiles, with gains associ-
ated to accelerating on downhill slopes and slowing down
on uphills slopes instead of driving at constant speed.
If considering vehicles, engine efficiency has been

improved, but global efficiency has been limited by rising
demand for Sport Utility Vehicles and comfort equipment
as air conditioning or large tires [14].
Road as a variable to decrease energy demand in its

use phase may be studied in the design stage, in order
to compare projects [15], or, for a given project, to opti-
mize the longitudinal profile [16]. However, these studies
do not focus on gains achievable when roads have yet
been build. For existent roads, some studies have linked
infrastructures parameters to operating energy. For exam-
ple in [17] road grade and turn radius have been found
to have respective impacts of 18% and 37% on Operating
Speed, which is the 85-th percentile of the speed distribu-
tion under free flow conditions). Variations of Operating
Speed lead to the concept of Speed-Acceleration Joint
Distribution (SAJD). SAJD changes in response to road
grade have been discussed in [18], and as a result, the
energy demanded by vehicles, defined as Vehicle Specific
Power (VSP), is altered by road grades which condition
the SAJD distribution. Energy variations of around 10%
are associated to 4% grades.

1.3 Research methodology
In the framework of road energy mitigation, studies have
mostly been focused on drivers and vehicles. Infrastruc-
ture impacts are more related to consequences of inade-
quate speed limits rather than on their optimization, and
for road safety rather than energy efficiency.
Almost all decisions for design and exploitation of roads

are related to safety and mobility efficiency. And it is a
real and timely opportunity to add the energy savings to
those criteria. If travel time can suffer a little, to the profit
of climate change mitigation, safety can not. Therefore,
the present methodology always proposes an extension
of low speed zones to improve the adequacy between

slopes, vehicle dynamics and speed sectioning. extension
of the higher speed zones over lower speed zones is not an
option.
On this basis a first study [19] demonstrated benefits of

displacing a road sign position for improving eco-driving
applicability in the adverse situation where vehicles have
to decelerate on downhill situations.
This study was addressing the general issue that a

speed-sectioning, defined as the succession of speed limi-
tations by road signs, roundabouts, and crossings, is often
impeding eco-driving, given the corresponding vehicle
dynamics and road longitudinal profile (slopes). The
present work extends this first study, by proposing eval-
uations of speed-sectioning in order to favor eco-driving
in regards to vehicle dynamics, driver behaviors and road
profiles.
The major novelty is to propose a comprehensive

methodology to detect, optimize, and assess a speed sec-
tioning in three steps. The first step is to propose a
criterion usable by road managers to rapidly detect incon-
sistencies in speed-sectioning. The second step gives fur-
ther information to road managers by quantifying the
vehicles energy waste due to a given misplaced point of
speed-sectioning, for a particular vehicle. The third step
of our methodology involves a traffic simulation enabling
an enhanced energy evaluation of new speed sectioning,
while considering a full flow of vehicles, based on real
traffic data, and modeling several driver behaviors.
Steps 1 and 2 are described in the next section. Experi-

ments carried out in France and in Bosnia to extract road
infrastructure data are presented in the third section. In
the simulation section traffic is simulated in order to most
closely determine potential energy gains. The fifth section
displays significant results about the misplaced speed-
sectioning detected in France and Bosnia-Herzegovina
according to our three steps methodology.

2 Road speed-sectioning impact on vehicles
consumption

2.1 Background
Regarding environmental and economical issues, more
drivers are willing to eco-drive. However, there are some
locations on their routes that prevent them to eco-drive.
A class of these locations is considered in this work, for
which drivers apprehend a speed-sectioning change with-
out having the necessary distance to decelerate without
braking strongly, which is contrary to eco-drive, since
anticipation could have lead to lower beforehand speed
and energy consumption. This class of locations will be
called MSP for Misplaced Speed-sectioning Point loca-
tions in the following. These points are misplaced in an
eco-driving meaning. Similarly the SPD position, which
stands for Starting Point of Deceleration, is defined by
the associated position where the driver apprehends the
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deceleration requirement and applies an effective com-
mand to comply with it.
Here, speed-sectioning is supposed to result of a road

sign, among other road elements as roundabouts, cross-
ings, speed bumps, . . .
The SPD position takes into account the driver reaction

time, which is of the order of one or two seconds [20], with
the associated traveled distance denoted dreac.
Figure 1 illustrates this concept of MSP. A transition

between two constant-speed sections of a route is pre-
sented. The sectioning is represented by the vertical solid
line at the MSP abscissa. Before this limit, the authorized
speed is VSPD. After that, it becomes VMSP.
Cyan and green curves both represent the trajectories of

an eco-driver, who releases the gas pedal as soon as she/he
sees the speed limit sign, thus initiating its decelerating
maneuver at the SPD point. In the green curve case the
speed sign is ideally placed since the vehicle reaches it at
the exact VMSP regulation speed. It is the configuration
aimed by our optimization. On the contrary, in the cyan
curve case, the driver, although being an eco-driver, has to
apply mechanical braking while reaching the MSP point.

2.2 First level criterion for critical road speed-sectioning
detection

In this part a criterion is developed to identify speed
signs placed on locations which do not allow eco-driving.
Energy losses associated to these detected misplaced signs
(MSP locations) are then calculated as an evaluation tool
for road managers.
On a given route, to detect if a speed sign is not con-

sistent with eco-driving, vehicles dynamical situations are
evaluated at the MSP and SPD predefined points (sup-
posed to be misplaced). Between these two points the

dissipated energy by rolling without braking nor acceler-
ating, called natural deceleration, is compared with the
energy to be dissipated to reach the regulatory speed at
MSP, VMSP, from the speed of the vehicle at SPD, VSPD.
The energy to be removed for a given vehicle of mass

m between the SPD and MSP points is the difference in
mechanical energy:

�Em = �Ek + �Ep (J) (1)

Kinetic and potential energies to be erased are �Ek =
1
2m

(
V2
SPD − V2

MSP
)
and�Ep = mg(hSPD−hMSP) (J), with

m (kg) the vehicle mass, hSPD and hMSP (m) the altitudes
at SPD andMSP points and V2

SPD, V
2
MSP the vehicle speeds

(m/s) at the SPD andMSP points. In the following, speeds
will be expressed in km/h by commodity, but calculation
are done in m/s.
This difference in mechanical energy should have to

be compensated by dissipating forces without mechanical
braking as it will be detailed in the next section, but intrin-
sically, its amount is already a criterion since it is fixing the
level of dissipating forces that will have to be worked out.
This first level criterion aims to be vehicle-independent

for a convenient use by road managers. However dissi-
pation forces are car-specific. They derive mainly from
rolling and air resistance and are then linked to the weight,
mg, directly for the rolling resistance and indirectly for the
aerodynamic drag. Moreover by noticing that this energy
is an integration of power along the maneuver distance
dman, a dimensionless criterion is proposed χEASM (EASM
= Energy Alert Speed Management):

χEASM = �Em
mg log10(dman)

(2)

Fig. 1 Ecodriving trajectories through a well- (dotted green) and poorly- (cyan) designed speed-sectioning
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Where dman (m) is the driver maneuvering distance,
which separates SPD and MSP points.
This distance is active through a logarithm function

because an important part of the energy dissipation is
the integration of the aerodynamic drag power which
decreases as the vehicle decelerates along the maneuver
distance. The logarithm has the same feature: its first
derivative is positive and its second is negative.
This criterion summarizes thus the energy interpreta-

tion. By developing this equation, the criterion is indepen-
dent of vehicle parameters:

χEASM = 1
2
V2
SPD − V2

MSP
g log10(dman)

+ hSPD − hMSP
log10(dman)

(3)

Road managers have therefore a convenient criterion to
evaluate rapidly the speed transitions of their networks
and to detect easily transitions where χEASM is important
and for which eco-driving is consequently not favored.
After having detected these transitions they could move
the speed limiting sign in a nearby site with a better
eco-driving potential i.e. a better visibility of the sign or
without a road slope. Validation of the new sign position
is done by calculation of the criterion at this new position.

2.3 Enhanced energy criterion to evaluate route
speed-sectioning

The simple criterion χEASM defined in the previous
section is improved here towards an energy waste for-
mulation denoted EWMSP which takes into account more
explicitly the vehicle dissipation forces. This energy waste
EWMSP associated to the misplaced speed sign will be
determined in this section in terms of energy for each sin-
gle car, before being determined for a traffic on a road
in a dedicated section by using traffic simulation. It is an
energy waste in the sense that this amount of energy could
have been save with an optimal position of the speed sign,
according to the slope and the vehicle dynamics, driver
behavior.

Again, natural deceleration from VSPD to VMSP is con-
sidered.
The vehicle is modeled by a point model to which are

applied the following forces (Fig. 2):

• aerodynamic drag: 12ρSCxwa2, with ρ air density
(kg/mş), S front vehicle area (mš), Cx drag forces
coefficient, wa apparent wind (m/s, assumed to be
equal to the v speed)

• rolling resistance:mgCrr , withm vehicle mass (kg), g
acceleration of gravity (m/sš), Crr coefficient of
rolling resistance,

• internal forces of the vehicle : Fi which sums frictions
and motor resistance (N),

• the gravity forces:mg sin(αr) (N), with αr angle of
slope in radian.

The following equation is obtained

v̇ = −
1
2CxSxv2 + mg(Crr + sin(α)) + Fi

m
(m/s2) (4)

By integrating this ordinary differential equation, the
EWMSP energy waste is:

EWMSP = 1
2
m

(
v2(tf ) − V2

MSP
)

(J) (5)

EWMSP represents the energy to be dissipated by the
brake system. It is the difference between the total energy
at the speed v(tf ) (m/s) and that of the target speed VMSP
(Fig. 1). v(tf ) is the speed at which the vehicle arrives
at MSP. The analytical calculus of v(tf ) is detailed in
Appendix A.
By considering this energy gain potential, a road man-

ager can displace the MSP sign, by the dmanopti distance
(m) which is the travelled distance by a vehicle in natu-
ral deceleration from VSPD to VMSP (distance computed
analytically in Appendix A). By doing that, the speed
sectioning is optimized for a given vehicle driven in a
eco-driving manner.

Fig. 2 Vehicle model
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It is in fact the optimal distance from the MSP point
where the eco-driver has to start his deceleration (SPD),
as displayed by the green dotted curve on Fig. 1.
In the next section, experiments are presented in order

to support this theoretical analysis.

3 Experimental evaluation of a route
speed-sectioning

Criterion and energy waste validation experiments have
been done on two road routes, in Bosnia-Herzegovina and
France. These experiments will provide as well some input
for the simulation part of this methodology. The vehicles
used for the experiments are instrumented in order to get
the visibility distance and the geometric configuration of
the road.
These experiments, and the associated results of this

paper, are focused on non urban roads. Indeed, there is
a high potential of energy economy, with considerable
speed reductions and a large traffic proportion, compared
to urban regions. Moreover, in urban areas the complexity
of the crossings, lanes dispositions, succession of equip-
ment (roundabouts, lights, dedicated lanes) and modes
(cycles, pedestrians) are limiting the applicability of the
proposed methodology, both for efficiency and safety
aspects. Urban environment is even limiting the realiza-
tion of experiments with good safety and repeatability
levels.
However, experimentation contribution to models

could allow the afterwards application of the method-
ology in urban areas, while adding safety and mobility
parameters.

3.1 Experimental setup
Both test campaigns consisted of:

• browsing the road network to identify locations
where a speed-sectioning change impedes
eco-driving. In the usual case such a location is the
emplacement of a road limiting sign placed in a
strong descent, for which drivers have to apply
mechanical braking, instead of simply decelerating,

• driving through these locations with a test vehicle,
while recording vehicle route with a non-differential
NMEA GPS (acquisition frequency of 1 Hertz;
punctual imprecision smoothed by signal
interpolation),

• telling to the driver to drive at the allowed speed
VSPD, to decelerate as soon as she/he sees the speed
sign (SPD point), and to brake if she/he goes past the
sign if her/his speed is in excess (> VMSP), in order to
comply with road traffic regulations. This driving
procedure aims to verify onsite if speed sign is
misplaced, although speed evolution is not processed
furthermore by our models. These models need only

the relative 3D positions of SPD and MSP locations.
This driving procedure is also the closest to classical
eco-driving rules.

• taking two geo-tagged pictures of the scene from a
high resolution webcam: one when the driver is
perceiving the speed limiting sign, one when she/he
reaches effectively this sign. Geo-tagging is
implemented on a linux-based laptop with the help of
a time correlation procedure between the gps device
and the image capture device, both of them being
time-synchronized by the computer,

• recording continuously the following signals:
longitudinal wind speed by a roof anemometer,
Bus-Can instantaneous fuel consumption, central
inertia unit angles, engine throttle angle. These
signals are processed to identify the car specific
parameters. This information is not required to
compute the simple criterion χEASM but are valuable
to compute the EWMSP waste according to Eq. 5.
This equation is based on Eq. 11, including vehicle
parameter: a and c. These parameters are identified
by using dedicated experiments. When coasting, the
observed deceleration is compared with the
deceleration computed with Eq. 11. The parameters
are optimized so that the computed deceleration is as
close as possible to the measured deceleration.

3.2 Experiment in France
As detailed in [19], experiments have been done while
crossing the French small village "La Brossière". The vil-
lage is represented in grey on the map (Fig. 3) and the blue
elevation graph gives first information on the fact that
this village is in a "bowl" situation: both of the two village
entrances present rather high downhill slope. The yel-
low dot on the blue route represents the southern village
entrance.
For this situation case, positions of viewing and passing

the road sign are considered.

• The distance between the two positions is of 300
meters;

• The respective altitudes are 189.7 m and 178.7 m
(difference of 11 meters);

• The speed has to be reduced to 50 km/h from 90
km/h (reduction of 11.11 m/s).

The test vehicle is a mid-size passenger car, which
weighs 1064 kg, has an average consumption of 4.6
l/100km, an aerodynamic frontal surface of 2.06m2 and a
Cx-air penetration coefficient of 0.30.
This case is then associated to a high potential energy

equal to 49.9% of the kinetic energy, both energy hav-
ing to be cut down for decelerating appropriately. Alert
criterion is then unsurprisingly high (given by Eq.2 and
Eq. 3).
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Fig. 3 Experimental car reaching the limiting speed sign at "La Brossière"

High values of criterion and energy waste will be asso-
ciated with this situation requiring a strong deceleration.
These results will be presented in the following global
result section.

3.3 Experiment in Bosnia-Herzegovina
Complementary experiments have been carried out in
Bosnia-Herzegovina to get data in order to extend the
applicability of ourmethodology to several countries, road
managements and land topography. Road experiments
have been done over 140 km, on the M-5 (Mostarsko
raskrsce-Kiseljak-Busovaca) and M-18 roads (Vogosca-
Olovo-Stupari). 9 road-signs have been found to be prob-
lematic in the sense of eco-driving capabilities. Suspected
"negative" example of a sign layout has been found at the
exit of the village "Kobiljaca", on the R442; M-5 and in
the south-north direction. At this point drivers have to
decelerate from 80 km/h to 40 km/h without having a suf-
ficient maneuver distance. Braking is necessary, whereas
an implantation of an advance warning would have allow
to "eco-drive" (coasting from the warning sign to the
speed limiting sign enabling to reach the speed limitation
without using mechanical braking). Here the constraint
is the curve which limits the sign visibility, on contrary
to the descent in the French case which was limiting the
decelerating capability.
In this experiment an another passenger car has been

used. It has an average fuel consumption of 6.1 l/100km,
an aerodynamic frontal surface of 2.19 m2 and a Cx-air
penetration coefficient of 0.32. The two cars used for
experiments in France and Bosnia are quite similar which

is an advantage to compare encountered test cases in both
countries.
For this situation case, just after a turn, positions of

viewing and passing the road sign are considered.

• The distance between the two positions is of 50
meters;

• The respective altitudes are 625 m and 629 m
(difference of 4 meters);

• The speed has to be reduced from 80 km/h to 40
km/h (reduction of 11.11 m/s).

This case is then associated to a low potential energy,
high kinetic energy variations and a short maneuver dis-
tance. It will be seen in the following Section 5 that will
lead to high alert criterion and energy waste.
Only 50 meters available for the deceleration maneu-

ver could be seen as a faulty road management, but
road sign has probably been implemented here to protect
nearby population, without having other design choice,
since associated mountainous terrain result in frequent
and marked curves, local roads being strongly adjusted to
local ground conditions [21]. So, this implantation is con-
strained by the mountainous environment, it is acceptable
in a road safety point of view, with an acceptable required
deceleration rate, but it is impeding eco-driving.

4 Speed-sectioning energy waste evaluation by
simulating driving behaviour

This section aims to evaluate the energy waste of the pre-
vious detected critical speed-sectioning in the Bosnian
experiment. In order to represent the energy impact of the
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original and modified speed-sectioning we have choose
to run traffic flow simulations, with real local traffic data,
real road geometry and with realistic vehicles and drivers
models.
Synchro Trafficware constitutes the simulation frame-

work. It is based on HCM2010 methodology [22] and
its has about one hundred parameters which take into
account our experimental conditions on road geome-
try, traffic structure (vehicles) and driver behaviors. This
simulation framework is designed to be flexible enough
that we could correctly calibrate the network and vehi-
cle/drivers diversity to match the local real world condi-
tions at a reasonably accurate level.

4.1 Drivers modeling
Modeling the driving conditions is definitely not an exact
science. Experiments have shown that speed-sectioning
modifications could lower energy consumption for drivers
who are following a strict eco-driving strategy: drive
at the restricted speed, decelerate as soon as speed
limit is perceived, brake only if restricted speed is
exceeded.
In real world, driving behaviors are varied in a very com-

plex manner and an evaluation of the energy waste of a
speed-sectioning should embrace that variety. However,
only 4 types of drivers would be considered in the fol-
lowing, due to modeling complexity feasibility and to the
lack of information on the behaviours of drivers in the
considered traffic:

• Type 1 (aggressive) where the deceleration varies
from 1.4 to 3.0m/s2,

• Type 2 (defensive e.g-elderly drivers) where the
deceleration varies from 0.7 to 1.0m/s2,

• Type 3 (eco-drivers) where the deceleration varies
from 0.3 to 0.4m/s2 following the study [23],

• Type 4 (combination of all types (30% of type 1, 40%
type 2, 30%type 3)) in accordance to their manoeuvre
distance.

Figure 4 illustrates the behavior of two types of non eco-
driver in comparison with the trajectory of an idealized
eco-driver while approaching a speed sectioning. The blue
curve is the simplified trajectory of a vehicle driven by a
type 1 driver. The driver speed, Va

SPD is slightly above the
authorized speed V1. A speed factor is then defined from
this speed difference, with Va

SPD equal to V1 multiplied by
the speed factor. This speed is in fact directly altered by
the speed factor (higher than 1). After seeing the speed
limiting sign, the driver will brake mechanically with the
highest deceleration of the driver type until reaching his
new speed target, altered by the speed factor.
The grey curve represents the simplified trajectory of

the type 2 driver who will drive slower, at the speed Vo
SPD,

than the V1 regulatory speed and with a longer reaction
delay. The deceleration is still important because she/he
wants to comply with the speed limit although its longer
reaction delay. This grey curve is mostly representative of
old drivers. In that case the speed factor is lower than 1.
The cyan curve represents the idealized eco-driver (type

3), who will release the gas pedal as soon as she/he sees
the speed limiting sign. Its deceleration is the smallest of
the driver types. The speed of the eco-driver is consistent
with the regulatory speed. At last, for that case the speed
factor is strictly equal to 1.
When a driver encounters a change in the speed-

sectioning, the situation constitutes an "analyse/action
event" with the following parameters:

Fig. 4 Different trajectories of passage through a sectioning from different drivers
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• entry parameters: initial speed, local slope and turn,
visibility,

• action parameters: speed sign detection, starting
position of decelerating, braking duration and
intensity choices,

• consequences parameters: be at the designed speed
before reaching the speed sign or not, necessity of
braking or not.

The simulation frameworkmodels the driver with a pro-
portional speed law i.e the cruise speed of the driver is
proportional to the regulatory speed. Therefore in order
to simulate the parameters of the complex defined "anal-
yse/action event" it has been chosen to compensate shifts
in decelerating positions by a speed factor parameter.
Statistically, speed factor can be used by traffic mod-

els to compensate fine real variability in driving behaviors,
variations in initial speed and deceleration rates compen-
sating variations in instant decision of decelerating and
braking.
At last, types of drivers will be associated to several

types of vehicles in the simulations, without specific link
between types of drivers and vehicles.

4.2 Speed-sectioning modeling
In order to evaluate speed-sectioning optimization within
the simulation framework the three following scenarios
are taken into account:

• Scenario 1: in the simulation the speed-sectioning
changing point is exactly at the same location as in
the experimental situation,

• Scenario 2: speed-sectioning changing point is
implanted in the simulation in an upstream
optimized placement for eco-driving,

• Scenario 3: an advance warning is simulated by
adding an intermediate speed reduction upstream in
the simulated road section (80 km/h to 60 km/h then
to 40 km/h), thus enhancing eco-driving opportunity
for most driver types.

4.3 Model inputs: road and traffic data
The simulation is done with a flow of varied vehicles
and it is based on the experiment conducted in Bosnia-
Herzegovina. Considered experimental road is a bidirec-
tional with very few intersections with local unpaved
roads that will be neglected.
The analyzed trajectory is the same as the one used in

experiment part (Kobiljaca/ R442/ M-5). Associated traf-
fic data has been provided by the road survey service of
the Federation of Bosnia-Herzegovina. This road section
has an average annual daily traffic (AADT) of 12,452
vehicles. Data are provided by using STERELA counters
and QLD-6CX i QLTC 10 (marked as yellow and purple
triangles on the map, Fig. 5).

4.4 Set up of the simulation traffic flow
OpenStreetMap is used to apprehend the simulated road
environment, enriched with the Bosnian case experimen-
tal data (Fig. 6). Route length is of 1189 meters and
speed-sectioning is defined by the effective positions of
road signs. So each simulated segment has its own speed
limitation regarding to experimental data. So, speed lim-
its used in the simulation model are the same as in the
real-life Bosnian experiments.
The daily distribution of the traffic used for the simula-

tions is given in Table 1 according to the following vehi-
cle classes: A1-motorcycle; A2-personal car; A3-private
car with trailer; A4-van with or without trailer; B1-small
truck; B2-medium truck; B3-heavy freight vehicle; B4-
heavy freight vehicle with trailer; C1-Bus. There is a large
predominance of the personal car class (A2).
Values of speed factor and deceleration rates are fixed

for the four simulated types of drivers (Table 2).
As indicated previously, speed factor aims to take into

account a sufficient variety of driving behaviors facing the
evaluation gain of speed-sectioning optimisation. It allows
for the concerned driver to adapt to the current link speed
by this factor, which has a range of variation from 0.70 to
1.35. It alters directly the road design speed.

4.5 Simulation running conditions
The micro-traffic simulation has been run with combina-
tions of measured traffic, simulated drivers and measured
road infrastructure. Drivers are apprehending road geom-
etry and speed restrictions and then control vehicles.
Vehicles dynamics depends on drivers commands,

including individuals speed factors and deceleration, on
road gradient and turns, and of course on particular vehi-
cle characteristics. Moreover each vehicle is interacting
with others in case of non-free flow conditions. As an
example the interaction between different vehicles-drivers
couples is shown in Fig. 7.
In the general case of constrained traffic, the traffic flow

simulation relies on the following general flow equation:

q(k) = k × v(k) (6)

Where: q - flow (vehicles/hour), v - speed (kilome-
ters/hour), k - density (vehicles/kilometer).
Simulations are conforming to HCM2010 equations and

regulations [22].
However, in adverse situation with misplaced speed

signs or regulations, the traffic simulation is able to point
out traffic congestion, as it can be seen on Fig. 8 where
average speeds are traced.
In the next section, simulations will help to quantify the

impact of speed section’s alterations on traffic fluidity and
fuel consumption. Within each simulation step, fuel con-
sumption is determined for the vehicle fleet displacements
(car, truck, or bus) over the whole calculation area (one
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Fig. 5Map of the Main Roads Network of the FBIH with special reference to the 523 and 585 counters

Fig. 6 Road calibration on trafficware platform
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Table 1 Calibration of vehicles structures

Counterpoint AADT %
Vehicle categories

A1 A2 A3 A4 B1 B2 B3 B4 C1

523, M5 road 12452 0 11644 0 0 84 356 153 150 65

100 0.0 93.5 0.0 0.0 0.7 2.9 1.2 1.2 0.5

kilometer long). In the retained simulation framework fuel
models are derived from both empirical studies and the-
oretical equations. Final form of the consumption model
used in this work is of:

Fi = Ki1 × TTi + Ki2 × TDi × Ki3 × TSi (7)

where:

• Fi = fuel consumed on link i, in liters per hour;
• TTi = total travel in veh-km per hour;
• TDi = total delay in veh-hr per hour;
• TSi = total stops in vph; and
• Kij = model coefficients which are functions of cruise

speed (Vi) on each link i.

Kij = Aj1 + Aj2 × Vi + Aj3 × V 2
i (8)

where Ajk are regression coefficients.
Fuel consumption expression is given here in its general

form, however in practice it takes into account each vehi-
cle characterized by its class, its dynamics and associated
driver behavior.

5 Results
5.1 Energy waste: results for a single vehicle
Table 3 summarizes the experimental conditions in France
and Bosnia and presents the speed-sectioning analy-
sis results according to the Section 2 equations. In the
French experimental case, the vehicle changes speed from
90 km/h to 50 km/h over 300m on a downhill road: the
altitude variation is from 190m to 179m. The value of the
Energy Alert Speed Management criterion,χEASM, is 13.3.
The energy waste of the sign is 204 kJ.
In the Bosnian experimental case, the vehicle goes from

a speed of 80 to 40 km/h over 50m however a road uphill
is present: the altitude variation is from 625 to 629m. The
criterion χEASM is 8.8. The energy waste of the sign is 199
kJ. The table third line is an example of a normal speed-
sectioning with a speed of 80 to 50 km/h on a flat road.

Table 2 Calibration of drivers speed factor on road characteristics

Driver types Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4

Behaviour Aggressive Defensive Eco-friendly 30%T1, 40%T2,
30%T3 combination

Speed factor 1.15-1.35 0.70-0.85 1.00 0.70-1.35

Decel. (m/s2) 1.40-3.00 0.70-1.00 0.30-0.40 0.30-3.00

The experiments in France and Bosnia were indeed car-
ried out on roads with poorly designed speed-sectionings,
which are black spots from the point of view of energy
consumption. The energy dissipated in the brakes is 48%
higher on these black spots than in the typical case:
138 kJ in the normal case, 199 and 204 kJ on Mis-
placed Speed-sectioning Positions. The criterion, χEASM,
is higher on these black spots than in the normal cases:
6.7 in the normal case against 7.8 and 13.3 for the black
spots cases.
The experiment in France represents a situation where

the speed limiting sign is at the bottom of a descent. In
Bosnia, the driver is surprised by the speed limiting sign
because of a curve that masks the panel. In the first case,
the mechanical energy to be dissipated is greater than in
the second case. In Bosnia, it is the manoeuvre distance
that is shorter than in France. In both cases, the energy
to dissipate in the brakes, EWMSP is about the same. The
criterion, χEASM, is different between the two experiments
(7.8 for Bosnia, 13.3 for France) when they should be close.
This criterion is based only on infrastructure parameters.
In this particular case, this is less accurate than the waste
associated to the panel, EWMSP , which takes more into
account the vehicle characteristics.

5.2 Results with traffic simulation
Beyond the methodology validation with isolated passen-
ger cars, this section aims to evaluate energy waste due
to a misplaced sign over a route and for various types of
vehicles and driver behaviors.
A set of simulations has been carried out in order to

evaluate the mean fuel consumption over a one kilometer
section, for three speed-sectioning configuration and four
driver types. Results are presented in Fig. 9. The X axis
represents different types of drivers according to Table 2.
The Y axis is the fuel consumption on defined route in a
simulation of 10 minutes defined by the traffic data pre-
sented in Table 1. Inside the one kilometer section of
simulation, there is only one speed change, from 80km/h
to 40km/h. The three scenarios are differing only by the
longitudinal position of the corresponding speed change
sign as defined in Section 4.2.
The results underline the specificity of our three scenar-

ios. The main difference between the three scenarios on
Fig. 9 is shown for the type 3 driver. This is explained by
the fact that the actual infrastructure does not allow eco-
driving. On the other hand, the other two scenarios allow
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Fig. 7 Example of the routes followed by different types of vehicles

eco-drivers to apply eco-driving rules, with a 5% gain on
fuel consumption with the scenario 2 (14,4 l) compared to
the scenario 1 (15,1 l) by optimizing the placement of the
speed limiting sign, and 5.5% with the scenario 3 (14,3 l)
by adding an advance warning sign.
These results are important as an improvement to an

ecological potential of road infrastructure without lower-
ing safety standards.

6 Discussion
6.1 Result analysis
As expected, an eco-driving friendly infrastructure does
not reduce significantly fuel consumption for drivers who
do not have such an eco-driving behavior. On Fig. 9, the
fuel consumption of the driver types 1,2,4 is about the
same between the initial speed-sectioning (Scenario 1)
and the optimized speed-sectioning (Scenario 2) and the
initial speed-sectioning with advance warning signs (Sce-
nario 3). The objective of the scenario 3 was to force the
trajectory of the normal drivers to become a soft tra-
jectory, near to an eco-driving trajectory. This objective
is not reached for non eco-driving drivers. The reason

is that the drivers brake mechanically even along this
soft trajectory. The conclusion is that gains are becom-
ing increasingly important as the number of eco-driver
increases.

6.2 Limits and hypotheses
• We affirm that the criterion, χEASM is practical for the

manager but the calculation of this criterion requires
knowing the manoeuvre distance. In this work, we
experimentally evaluated this one, which may be too
complicated for the manager of a large road network.
This experimental step can be avoided by using road
design standards and rule-book on guidance for
design, building, maintenance and supervision of the
roads of each country as i.e [24] and [25].
From that, the distance Lz to decrease the speed to
the speed sign is calculated according to:

Lz = (V 2
p − V 2

k )/26 × (az + 0.1 × si) (9)

where Vp represents the initial speed and Vk is the
final speed, az (m/s2) is the natural deceleration value
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Fig. 8 Segment of our route and representative average speeds

linked to usual friction coefficients, and si is the level
of the longitudinal slope.
Assuming that this distance is verified, the manager
has all the data to calculate χEASM without
conducting the experimental part.

• The simulation model has potential to assess the
traffic locally on a defined route, however it has also
some disadvantages. Driving behavior is modeled by
automatized base-acceleration phases (speed
adaptation factor), without the perception value of a

Table 3 Result for one car in France and Bosnia

France Bosnia Typical case

VSPD (km/h) 90 80 80

VMSP (km/h) 50 40 50

hSPD (m) 190 625 100

hMSP (m) 179 629 100

�h (m) 11 -4 0

dman (m) 300 50 300

χEASM 13.3 8.8 6.7

EWMSP (kJ) 204 199 138

human driver. We can say that even by adjusting the
type of the driver, deceleration and acceleration
phases does not represent accurately human
successive driving processes. This weak point is
addressed by our ongoing research.

• Nevertheless simulations show that fuel consumption
gains are significant (5.5%) for eco-drivers while being
inexpensive for the infrastructure manager, because it
is enough just to displace a speed limiting sign. A risk
for the manager is that displacing a speed sign may
cause congestion. This can increase greenhouse gas
emissions contrary to our goal. Traffic simulations
are then useful for assessing this undesirable effect.

• Simulation results may underestimate actual fuel
savings. Indeed simulation’s route length can not be
shorter than one kilometer, albeit in real world there
can be two or three points of speed-sectioning to be
optimized in such a one kilometer length. So, in dense
areas, optimizing speed-sectioning could lead to
somewhat twice the previously estimated fuel savings.

• At last, based on the research of [26] where a model
of number of replications is explained and needed in
a micro-traffic simulation to obtain reliable results,
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Fig. 9 Fuel consumption for 3 scenarios and 4 driver types over the simulation section

we checked that the number of replications was
sufficient: we obtained the same results every time,
conducted for each type of driver, because of the
environment of trafficware model already does
certain number of MOE (measure of effectiveness)
for each simulation as we calibrated, and validated
the speed factor of each type of driver, the starting
point of each vehicle and the measuring period.

6.3 Applicability
The frequency of misplaced panels depends on vari-
ous factors: geography, traffic sign norms, regulations...
Resulting gains according to the displacement of a mis-
placed panel depends also of numerous variables: traffic,
percentage of ecodrivers, compliance with the regulation.
In Bosnia, we detected 9 misplaced panels over 140 km.
In France, we detected 8 panels over 100 km of secondary
roads. However, this frequency has decreased recently as
the legal speed on these roads has been managed from 90
km/h to 80 km/h. Despite this variability, the most fruitful
result should be reached for secondary roads in rural and
mountainous area. In the other hand, our methodology
should not bring significant improvements to highways
because slopes and turns are moderated and visibility
distances are higher.

7 Conclusion
A three-step methodology is developed in this work
in order to provide progressive means of road energy
demand reduction. This methodology is dedicated to road

managers since it is focused on optimization of route
speed-sectioning, which consists of the succession of
limiting speeds along a given route. Indeed, some mis-
placed speed changing points do not allow drivers to
eco-drive and improvement can be achieved by simple
speed-sectioning modifications.
The first step is to propose a criterion, χEASM, rapidly

usable by road managers to detect these points, named
Misplaced Speed-sectioning Position (MSP), in relation
to the Starting Deceleration Point (SDP) of approach-
ing vehicles and road characteristics as slopes and turns.
The second step yields further information to road man-
agers by quantifying the energy waste due to a MSP-type
speed changes. As the third step, a traffic flow simulation
has constituted the frame of an enhanced energy assess-
ment, while considering a full flow of vehicles, based on
real traffic data, and by modeling several driver behaviors.
Experiments have been conducted in France and Bosnia to
demonstrate the applicability of this theoretical analysis.
Simulation results show that a significant fuel reduction,
up to 5.5% for eco-drivers can be achieved by simply
displacing a speed limiting sign.
The criterion and the energy waste quantification are

intrinsically applicable on every road, but the dense envi-
ronment as can be found in cities and peri-urban areas
are limiting their applicability, since crossings, equipment,
other modes flows should require more parameters. The
safety is more difficult to take into account in the dynam-
ical model than in section without crossings and multiple
modes (pedestrians, bicycles, dedicated lanes,...). How-
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ever, a finer model, able to model parallel and perpen-
dicular flows of various modes, each following different
mobility rules. Such optimization are existing for energy
sparing with the synchronization of green lights, but the
present work, which associates slopes, allowed speeds and
vehicle dynamics could be profitable in hilly cities.
Choice has been taken to apply the methodology on

rural roads, and to use the simulation to state on the
achievable fuel reductions for a large panel of vehicles
including heavy vehicles. An ongoing research is focusing
on the optimisation of a rural road speed-sectioning and
for a longer route. In a future step, this optimisation pro-
cess could be integrate in a microscale and multi-mode
traffic and safety model.
As a current application, for rural areas, this efficient

methodology, validated on real data, is inexpensive to
implement and is proposed to managers in order to make
their infrastructures more eco-driving friendly. Further-
more, authors of road guidelines can benefit from our
methodology in order to improve road-sign placement
rules.
Moreover, a pacification of the general traffic, by

ensuring eco-driving potential of roads, is susceptible to
improve the overall road safety, by tempering abrupt driv-
ing behaviors. The link of this methodology application to
the accident rate remains to be quantify, but overall safety
should be improved in the simpler situation of rural areas.

Appendix A
Computation of the panel energy waste EWMSP and the
optimal position of the panel
In this annex, the computation of the panel energy waste
is described. We restarted from ordinary differential Eq. 4

v̇ = −
1
2ρCxSxv2 + mg(Crr + sin(α)) + Fi

m
(10)

And so:

v̇ = av2 + c (11)

with a = − ( 1
2ρCxSx

)
/m and c = −g(Crr+sin(α))−Fi/m

The solution of this differential equation provides the
trajectory, i.e. the position of the vehicle and its speed as a
function of time.
In the case of the simple, but usual, configuration with-

out variation in slope, these calculations can be done
analytically. It is then possible to calculate very quickly
the energy waste due to a misplaced speed sign. For more
complex spatial configurations digital computations are
needed.
The analytical solution of ordinary differential Eq. 11 is:

v(t) = −B tan(A(t + K)) (12)

with B = √
c/a, A = √

ac, K = − arctan (VSPD/B)/A.

The analytical calculation of the travelled position x as a
function of time:

x(t) = E × (
log (cos (A × (t + K))) − log (cos (A × K))

)

(13)

with E = 1/|a|.
By setting the boundary condition x(t) = dman and by

inverting Eq. 13, it yields that the time tf taken by the vehi-
cle to travel the distance dman is given by the following
equation.

tf = arccos
(
edman/E × cos(AK)

)
/A − K (14)

The energy waste of the misplaced speed sign EWMSP is
as following:

EWMSP = 1
2
m

(
v2(tf ) − V2

MSP
)

(15)

EWMSP represents the energy to be dissipated by the
brake system.
Then the road manager could move the speed limiting

sign. In order to help her/him to treat this MSP, the dis-
tance travelled by a vehicle from VSPD to VMSP without
applying traction force nor mechanically braking is com-
puted analytically in the following and is noted, dmanopti.
The starting point of this distance is called Optimal SPD.
Both are presented on Fig. 1 where the dotted green curve
is the ideal trajectory of an eco-driver. By using warn-
ing sign or speed limiting sign, the road manager has to
encourage drivers to follow this trajectory.
First, the time td required for this deceleration is com-

puted by inverting Eq. 12 with v(t) = VMSP:

td = arctan (−VMSP/B) /A − K (16)

And the solution provided by the Eq. 12 is presented as:

dmanopti = x(td) (17)

dmanopti is the optimal distance from the MSP where
the eco-driver has to start his deceleration as displayed on
the Fig. 1. It gives directly the Optimal Starting Point of
Deceleration (DSP) and furthermore the optimal position
of panel knowing the visibility distance.
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